CAT. N° 0 775 05

SOCKET OUTLET MOSAIC - BRITISH - 2P+E 13 A - 2 MODULES - WHITE

Pack (number of units) 10
Volume (dm³) 1,581
Weight (g) 430,00

Product characteristics

Other standard socket outlets
British standard - white
  ■ 2 modules - 13 A

General characteristics

Mosaic™ Programme mechanisms - international standards socket outlets

Documentation

Catalogue pages & additional information
  ■ Description page (p 888)

Agreements & certificates of conformity
  ■ OC / CB - FR 706409

* All prices given are the manufacturer’s list prices for professional customers, and are given for information only. They are not to be considered as a mandatory retail price. Basis: before-tax price list, May 2018.

The information given in this e-catalogue (characteristics and dimensions) may be amended, and therefore does not represent an undertaking on our part. The e-catalogue is reserved for professionals only. You are also reminded that all products must be installed by a qualified professional in accordance with the installation rules.